Abstract: GIAO HF calculations with symmetry retaining variations of selected CH or CC distances in a large range but constant retention of other geometric parameters have been performed for 10 molecules using the 6-31G* basis set (set A) and for a larger set of 18 molecules 1 to 18 in the 6-311G* basis set (set B). The graphical representations for calculated 1 H NMR shifts in dependence on CH or CC bond lengths variations are mostly linear or slightly curved and show no extreme values in the range studied. The slopes are generally positive, i. e. an elongation of distances leads to low field shifts because of reduction of the density of shielding electrons in the varied bonds. The slopes of regression lines may be classified for CH bonds according to hybridization and with the kind of substitution. Calculated 13 C NMR chemical shifts are dependent for connected C atoms on variations of CC as well as on CH bond distances. The graphs are mostly curved, also positive and in magnitude dependent on the types of bonds. Two dimensional plots of simultaneous variations of CH and CC bonds show for 1 H NMR independent behavior of these parameters. The effect of variations of angles on 1 H and 13 C shifts was studied only for a few molecules and shows curved graphs with rather small slopes. The determined slopes of linear regressions may be used to estimate zero-point vibrational corrections in close agreement to directly calculated values.
INTRODUCTION
Ab initio GIAO MO calculations of NMR chemical shieldings or of TMS based chemical shifts are useful tools for predictions of 1 H or 13 C NMR spectra as reviewed lately [1] [2] [3] .
A basic problem for the calculation of magnetic properties is the selection of a gauge origin for the vector potential in the molecular electronic Hamiltonian which represents not uniquely the applied external magnetic field [4] . A first solution to this gauge problem was the use of individual gauges for localized molecular orbitals (IGLO) by the group of Kutzelnigg [5, 6] and other approaches like LORG [7] or CSGT [8] . But the nowadays most widely used approach is termed GIAO from gauge including atomic orbitals. Such orbitals had been already suggested in 1937 by London for simple HMO calculations of magnetic susceptibilities [9] . Later, Ditchfield introduced them into ab initio Hartree-Fock (HF) theory [10, 11] and since Pulay et al. [12] developed an efficient computer implementation in 1990, the GIAO method has become a standard for calculating NMR chemical shifts, installed in most quantum chemical ab initio programs like GAUSSIAN 98 [13] or GAUSSIAN 03 [14] which we used here.
To start a GIAO calculation, a molecular geometry has to be selected which may be taken from experiment or obtained *Address correspondence to this author at the Institute of Organic Chemistry, University of Tuebingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 18, D-72076 Tuebingen, Germany; E-mail: guenter.haefelinger@uni-tuebingen.de by ab initio gradient optimization for the molecule in an appropriate basis set. Ab initio calculations of geometries usually refer to isolated rigid molecules with fixed conformations at 0 K and the GIAO calculations of shieldings are affected by the following aspects:
1.
Selection of molecular geometries [15] [16] [17] .
2.
Extent and flexibility of basis sets [18] [19] [20] [21] .
3.
Procedures of calculations (a comparison of the performance of HF, DFT and MP2 is presented in ref. [20] ) with the following factors:
a) The single-determinantal self-consistent field HartreeFock (HF) method [22] serves as the traditional standard type approach [16, 19, 20] .
b)
This standard seems now to be replaced by density functional theory (DFT) [23] which incorporates in formulations for the exchange-correlation functional effects of electron correlation, but has some empirical character and total energies do not fulfill the quantum mechanical variation principle.
c) Post-Hartree-Fock methods: For very accurate calculations, post-HF methods leading to improved treatment of electron correlation are necessary as developed and reviewed lately by Gauss et al. [2] : One approach for this is the many-body perturbation theory by Møller and Plesset [24] with a perturbative treatment of higher excitations of second order as MP2 [25] , third and forth order as MP3 and MP4 [26] . As most advanced treatment of electron correlation, the coupled cluster (CC) theory has been introduced for single and double excitations (CCSD) [27, 28] and perturbative corrected triple excitations (CCSD(T)) [29] . In multiconfiguration SCF theory (MCSCF) [30] , a linear combination of several Slater determinants is used.
1.
Rovibrational and thermal effects [31] [32] [33] [34] take care about the thermal occupation of rotational and vibrational levels from 0 K to the experimental measuring conditions around 300 K. These are not routinely calculated and available only lately, but necessary for accurate predictions of absolute shieldings.
2.
Relativistic effects [35] are important for heavy atoms but not for the hydrocarbons studied here.
3.
Environmental effects [36] have to be considered if solution NMR spectra are used for comparison, as well as a pressure dependence [37, 38] for gas phase data.
4.
For determinations of chemical shifts the NMR shielding of the standard TMS has to be calculated in a selected geometry (an experimental electron diffraction (ED) r g structure was reported recently [39] ), usually in the same basis set as that of the considered molecule.
Most papers on GIAO NMR calculations concentrate on shieldings of 13 C and various heteroatom nuclei and only a few on 1 H spectra [18, 21, [40] [41] [42] .
Benchmark type calculations for non-hydrogen NMR shieldings of small molecules using most advanced CI methods like CCSD(T) [28] and CCSDT [43] with large basis sets lead to agreements in the range of experimental accuracy. However, this level of precision cannot be extended to larger systems and with less advanced procedures deviations in the range of ± 5 ppm are obtained for 13 C and ± 1 ppm for 1 H.
GIAO calculations based on a geometry optimized in the same or an other basis set implicitly contain a contribution due to basis set dependent changes in molecular geometry.
To eliminate this effect we studied lately [44] the dependence of GIAO calculated 1 H and 13 C NMR shieldings and chemical shifts of seven hydrocarbons on different standard basis sets, independent on variations of the underlying molecular geometry, for which purpose we selected experimental r e distances (referring to global minima on the energy hypersurface). We used 25 basis sets for the HF level of theory, 16 basis sets for the hybrid DFT method B3LYP (Becke´s three-parameter functional with exact HF exchange and Lee-Yang-Parr exchange-correlation) [45, 46] , and 12 basis sets for the MP2 approach. For experimental 13 C values independent of solvation effects we used the gas phase data of ref. [38] (which are extrapolated to zero pressure) and own determinations of gas phase 1 H chemical shifts at atmospheric pressure [44] .
The performance of each basis set based on accurate experimental r e distances in relation to experimental gas phase NMR shifts was quantified by means of statistical linear least squares regressions considering the quality by mean deviations, correlation coefficients, standard deviations and the slopes of the best fit straight lines. Useful precisions may be obtained already by using Pople´s standard 6-31G* and 6-311G* basis sets in the HF procedure.
Much less is known on the influence of systematic variations of selected bond distances or angles on GIAO calculated NMR shifts which is the aim of this study. What is an "exact" geometry for GIAO calculations? Are preferred distances observable? Is the shape of dependences on varied CH or CC distances linear with positive or negative slopes, or curved in a concave or convex manner, or are minima or maxima observable within the studied range? Fig. (1) . Structural formulas of molecules 5, 6, and 9-17. Numbered are only atoms used in the variations. Not designated are symmetry equivalent atoms, except C 3 of C4 chains, which are necessary to name the central CC bonds. 
DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS

Selection of Molecules and Basis Sets
All hydrocarbons 1 to 18 which are studied here are listed in Table 1 and necessary numbering of atoms is shown in Fig. (1) . A first set A contains 10 molecules 1 to 7 (which had been considered for basis set dependences in ref. [44] ) and additionally 9, 11 and 15. A second set B contains the molecules 1 to 18 which represent all main types of CC bonding (single, double and triple bonds as well as sp 3 , sp 2 and sp hybridizations of carbon) and all types of carbon (primary to quaternary) in hydrocarbons. The variation of the geometry of the molecules of set A was studied by HF calculations in Pople´s 6-31G* basis set of double zeta quality and those of set B in the 6-311G* basis set of triple zeta quality, both with polarization d-functions on carbon. 
Variations of Molecular Geometries
For each considered molecule, the internal coordinate of one typical parameter (a bond length or a CCH angle) was varied in a selected range in defined steps while retaining the molecular symmetry (which is indicated in Table 1 ) and keeping all other parameters constant, i. e. for methane (1) all four CH distances or for staggered ethane (2) all six CH distances are varied simultaneously. Alkyl group conformations are taken mostly as staggered, except for isobutene (15) and 2-butyne (16) with minimum conformations as shown in Fig. (1) . For neopentane (18) and TMS (19) , two conformations of T d symmetry are possible which are shown in Fig.  (2) , but only the staggered forms 18a and 19a represent minima. Generally, dihedral angles have not been varied but kept constant.
For molecules 1 to 7 of set A, the r e geometries of ref. [44] and for 9, 11 and 15 HF/6-31G* optimized values were used as starting geometries for those parameters which have to be kept constant.
Step sizes, minima and maxima of the varied parameters are presented in Table 1 . For each step of the distance variation, a HF/6-31G* GIAO calculation was performed. The derived absolute shieldings were converted to NMR chemical shifts ( ) by use of the before mentioned TMS shieldings.
Molecules 1 to 18 of the set B were treated differently: Starting geometries were determined for each molecule by MP2 optimizations [24] using the correlation consistent polarized valence triple zeta cc-pVTZ basis set of Dunning [47] with resulting distances listed in Table 1 , which approximate r e distances with high reliability [48] . The status of obtained conformations as minima were confirmed by frequency calculations. Varied parameters were classified according to types of bonds with starting and final values and the step sizes as given in Table 2 . Each distance variation was evaluated by linear or polynomial regressions and will be presented only in tables or in graphical form. (18) and TMS (19) . Both are of T d symmetry, but only the staggered form a is the minimum.
a b RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Dependences of 1 H NMR Shifts on Variations of CHDistances
It is quite expectable that 1 H NMR chemical shifts will be very dependent on the changes of CH distances between the selected proton and the connected carbon atom. The distance dependence of the chemical shifts of hydrogens bonded to sp 2 hybridized carbons for set A leads to graphs which are perfectly linear or close to linearity with a slightly concave curvature and they are nearly parallel. Table 3 are all between 0.9973 to 0.9995, indicating a high statistical relevance. But only cases with R 2 larger than 0.999 are considered as strictly linear. This holds for molecules 3, 5, 7 and 9 of set A and only 3 and 7 of set B. The slopes of set B are in a similar range as those of set A, i. e. the dependence of geometry variations seems to be independent on the kind of applied basis set. A slight curvature is more often found in set B than in set A.
All slopes m of linear regressions for the varied distances of set B are plotted in Fig. ( 3) in ascending order. This leads to the following classification as indicated in the graph: Hydrogens connected to sp 2 carbons show smallest slopes and may be grouped in tertiary and secondary CH bonds. Hydrogen atoms at saturated sp 3 hybridized carbon atoms lead to larger slopes which may be classified into three classes according to the number (n CH ) of varied CH bonds at the considered carbon atom. The tertiary CH bond of 13 with n CH = 1 is in the same class as the primary in-plane CH i bonds of 5, 9, and 12 to 15, whereas corresponding out-of-plane CH o bonds with n CH = 2 form a class together with the secondary CH 2 bonds of propane (5) and butane (12) . However, the secondary CH 2 groups of cyclopropane (8) are not found there, but in the class for n CH = 3 together with the slopes for sp CH bonds. The slope of methane (1) indicates the largest distance dependence of all studied variations.
The observed uniformly positive slope with enlargement of distances corresponds to a low field shift in the NMR spectrum which may be interpreted by a reduction of electron densities at hydrogen. This effect may be enhanced with the number n CH of simultaneously varied bonds as observed for the classes in Fig. (3) .
Dependences of 13 C NMR Shifts on Variations of CH Distances
13 C shifts also are strongly dependent on variations of CH bond lengths to the considered carbon atom. Regression lines for variations of sp 3 CH bonds of set A are again linear or close to linearity, now with a slightly convex deviation, but show groups of different slopes m. These are collected numerically in Table 4 for all varied distances. They span a large range from 6.1 to 203.4 ppm. R 2 values indicate high reliability and are all larger than 0.99. Again, only those larger than 0.999 are considered as strictly linear.
Linear and polynomial regressions for the larger set B are shown in Table 5 . Linearity is obtained only for some sp 3 hybridized CH bonds in seven molecules. The bond length variations for 13 C shifts may be treated successfully by quadratic regressions leading to very high R 2 values and standard deviations (s quad ) generally much less than 0.015 ppm, in contrast to those of linear regressions (s lin ).
The quadratic regression uses the second order polynomial (eqn. 1) for the least squares approximation of data points. Its second derivative is here termed curvature (c) as defined in eq n. 2.
The values in Table 5 are classified by the kind of hybridization sp n with n hyb = 1, 2 or 3, the oxidation numbers of carbon (n ox ) and the numbers of varied CH bonds (n CH ). Linear slopes (m) for saturated carbons (n hyb = 3), averaged in the groups of n CH = 1, 2, 3 are approximately close to a ratio of 1 : 2 : 3 (with exceptions for 9 and 18), i. e. proportional to n CH . 13 C shift variations for sp 2 CH bonds of set B are recognizably convex, indicated in Table 5 by lower linearity values (R 2 lin ) around 0.99. The positive slopes m are again proportional to n CH with slopes for 3, 10 and 15 about twice as large as for the other sp 2 bonds. Of the sp systems, ethyne (4) shows a very low CH distance dependence of its 13 C shift. Its quadratic behavior is detectable in the enlarged scale of Fig.  (4) in comparison to the larger distance dependence of propyne (11) and butadiyne (17) . The numerical curvature values (c) of Table 5 allow no systematic interpretation.
Dependence of 1 H NMR Shifts on CC Distance Variations
The variation of CC distances leads to more structurally different situations as in the case of CH alternations. Fig. (5) shows the CC distance dependences of 1 H NMR shifts of some examples for CC single, double and triple bonds from set A. Only the sp triple bonds lead to linear graphs. The sp 2 double bond variations are very well represented by quadratic regressions. These are less accurate for sp 3 single bonds which show a small distance dependence with positive or even negative trends of slopes. Regression results for all compounds of set B are presented in Table 6 in the sequence of increasing bond order (BO). Here, approximations with polynomials up to fourth order according to eqn. 3 are reported, where each of the coefficients a 1 to a 4 may be zero. The kind of non-zero coefficients is indicated in Table 6 by curly braces, i. e. {40} stands for a purely fourth order polynomial, {3210} for a mixed third order polynomial, {210} for the mixed quadratic polynomial (eqn. 1) and {10} for the linear regression. The best kind of representation is listed in the last column and best R 2 values are marked in gray.
Linearity with R 2 larger than 0.999 is only observed for the variation of the sp triple CC bonds in 4, 17 and approximatively 11. The effects of variations of sp 2 CC double bonds are mostly better approximated by the {40} polynomial than by the mixed quadratic polynomial {210}. The situation for sp 3 CC single bonds (BO = 1) is complex: mostly {210}, less often {3210} or even {40} may be best. (13), where the three equatorial CH i bonds may be affected sterically by the variation of the CC bond.
Dependence of 13 C NMR Shifts on Variations of CC Distances
The distance variation of CC bonds is, as expectable, strongly affecting corresponding 13 C NMR shifts. For examples of set B, Fig. (7) clearly shows the influence of coordination of the considered sp 3 carbon atoms on the CC distance dependence of 13 C shifts: A largest linear effect for the quaternary C in neopentane (18) , with positive slopes and nonlinearity decreasing with CC bond enlargements in the sequence of tertiary C in 13, secondary C in 5 and primary C in 2. The slopes of linear regressions decrease in an approximate ratio of 24 : 12 : 5 : 1. As in the case of 1 H shifts, the enlargement of CC bonds leads to a low-field NMR shift paralleling a dilution of bonding electron density. Fig. (5) . H shifts of some compounds of set A with single, double, and triple bonds in dependence of CC distances. 2 and sp carbon atoms. Whereas shifts of methyl carbons adjacent to saturated CC bonds in propane (5) and butane (12) behave different with small slopes and strong curvature, the methyl carbon shifts of alkenes 9 and 14 show close similarities with larger slopes and smaller curvature, and those bonded to triple bonds in 11 and 16 show nearly identical very steep nonlinear curves.
The results of polynomial adjustment of the kind of eqn. 3, but now up to an order of six without lower order terms, designated as {30} to {60}, for shifts of all carbons of the molecules of set B are presented in Table 7 . For sp 2 carbons (BO = 2), the simple polynomial {40} is very often successful, as found before in the case of 1 H shifts in Table 6 . This is highlighted gray in Table 7 , where {40} represents a good fit (R 2 larger than 0.999) with exception of 10. Some cases where the lower polynomial {30} already delivers a good R 2 are printed bold. Similar characterizations are given for {60} and {50} in the case of triple bonded carbons (BO = 3), where the polynomial {60} is a good representation, with the exception of 11. {210} is useful in all cases of single bonds (BO = 1) and often for other molecules. Linearities are only found for the signals of quaternary C 2 carbons in 16 and 18.
Simultaneous Variations of CH and CC Bond Lengths
In few cases, we studied the effect of simultaneous variations of CH and CC bond distances on calculated 1 H and 13 C NMR shifts. The three-dimensional plot for ethene (3) from HF/6-311G* calculations (set B) in Fig. (9) shows an interdependence of the 1 H shifts on the two varied distance parameters. The slopes of the approximately linear r CH curves decrease with increasing CC distances. The r CC curve is bent and is steeper for small CH distances (c is larger). The graph is saddle-shaped with a convex curvature in the r CC dimension and a concave curvature in the r CH dimension. Fig. (9) . H shifts of ethene (3) from set B in dependence of simultaneous CC and CH bond distance variations.
The surface of 13 C shifts presented in Fig. (10) is less curved than that of Fig. (9) . It shows non-linearities in both distance dimensions. The convex curvature for the r CH variation is strongly increasing with enlargement of CC distances, but slopes for one kind of distance variation are independent on variation of the other one. Characteristic numerical data for both shift ranges of 3 are collected in Table 8 . 
Angular Variations
The influence of symmetric variations of angles on 1 H and 13 C shifts was studied under conditions of set A for the CCH angles of ethane (2) and of ethene (3) in steps of 0.5° for a range of ± 5° around the experimental angle. As an example of the CCC angle variation, propane (5) was chosen. A range of ± 10° around the experimental CCC angle was scanned in steps of 1°. The results are presented solely graphically. The influence of angular CCC variations on three proton shifts and two carbon shifts of 5 is depicted in Fig. (12) . The Figure 9 . b See Figure 10 . 
proton signals in-plane H i and out-of-plane H o show convex and rather flat curves with slopes of -0.004 and 0.003 ppm/1° which can be approximated by quadratic {210} polynomials. However, the methylene H 2 signal is more strongly curved with about -0.024 ppm/1° and can only be approximated by a third order polynomial. The same refers to 13 C NMR for the C 2 signals with -0.21 ppm/1°, whereas the C 1 curve is only slightly convex and rather steep with -0.34 ppm/1°. The effect of CCC angle variation in 5 is less than that of CCH variation in 2 and 3. In all but one case ( H o ), a decrease of shifts with increase of angles is observed.
Relation of Geometric Variations of Chemical Shift to Amplitudes of Vibration
Values of total energies are derived from each step of the distance variation. These can be used to determine an anharmonic energy curve which can be very well approximated (2) in dependence of CC distance. Distance and shift intervals for symmetric CC stretching vibration are included. Scales and details as those used in Fig. (13) . [55] ; c [56] ; d [57] ; e [58] ; f [59] ; g [60] ; h [61] ; i [62] ; j [63] ; k [64] ; l [65] ; m [33] ; n [66] ; o [67] ; p [68] .
energy curve, which is close but not identical to the experimental r e value. Because of the anharmonicity of the energy curve, comparison of experimental shifts with calculations has to be done using vibrationally averaged structures and corresponding chemical shifts. This was suggested as vibrational mode following by Dransfeld [49] or as vibrational corrections to the shieldings in the groups of Raynes [31] for 13 C of 1, Ruud [33] for 1 H and 13 C, and Auer [50] for 13 C, which usually lead to a numerical increase of calculated shifts (or lowering of shieldings).
In Fig. (13) are marked experimental microwave (MW) r z and electron diffraction (ED) r 0 CH distances of 1 which refer physically to experimental bond lengths at the zeropoint vibrational level at 0 K. In contrast to this, experimental ED r g values correspond to a thermally averaged molecular structure [51] , for which two independent different experimental determinations for 1 are available. These distances are all larger than the equilibrium structure (r e ) and might better be taken as useful geometries for approximative calculations of chemical shifts. Such a distance change from r e = 1.086(1) Å to r z = 1.099(1) Å would lead from the graph of shift variations to an increase of 1 H shifts by 0.45 ppm. Unfortunately, this correction in the HF/6-311G* calculations of 1 leads from the r e based chemical shift of 0.667 ppm to 1.117 ppm for r z . However, both values are far from the experimental gas phase value of 0.14 ppm. This is due to deficiencies of the HF model calculation, the applied basis set and the TMS calculation. Better agreement to the experiment needs at least use of the MP2 model in combination with calculations using consecutive Dunning correlation consistent basis sets and extrapolation to the basis set limit [52] or advanced post-HF methods with large basis sets, see the review on benchmark calculations by Gauss and Stanton [2] . Accurate CCSD(T) calculations of shieldings of 1 are presented by Gauss et al. [29, 50] and MC-SCF calculations by Ruud et al. [30] . A complete basis set DFT study was reported by Kupka et al. [53] . Fig. (14) shows a similar plot of total energies in dependence of the variation of CC distances of ethane (2) . This leads to an overall zero-point vibrational amplitude ( r) of 0.13 Å. The corresponding behavior of the proton chemical shift ( H ) on CC variation which shows now a non-linear curved dependence is also inserted in the graph. The total amplitude covers a shift range ( H ) of 0.04 ppm. Experimental CC distances increase from r e = 1.528(3) Å to 1.532(2) Å for r z . This leads here to a small decrease of the chemical shift by -0.004 ppm. The similar CH vibrational correction for 2 amounts to a larger value of 0.439 ppm (see Table 9 ). Both corrections increase the calculated chemical shift from 1.151 ppm for r e geometry to 1.596 ppm and increase the deviation from the experimental shift which is with 0.88 ppm again at higher field. 13 C chemical shifts are considered in the following two figures for ethane (2) . The energy dependence on CH distance variations in Fig. (15) shows a total zero-point vibrational amplitude of 0.085 Å. Its relation to the linear 13 C shift variation curve leads to a large change ( C ) of 18.18 ppm. Again only the increase of CH distances from r e = 1.088(3) Å to r z = 1.102(2) Å may be considered as relevant, leading to a shift correction by 2.71 ppm from 9.813 ppm to 12.523 ppm, but the experimental gas phase 13 C shift is 7.2 ppm.
The dependence of the total energy and the 13 C shift of 2 on CC distance variation is shown in Fig. (16) . The over all zero-point vibrational amplitude r amounts to 0.13 Å and the corresponding non-linear shift curve shows a corresponding 13 C shift change of 1.19 ppm. The smaller distance elongation from r e = 1.528(3) Å to r z = 1.532(2) Å corresponds to an additional shift increase of 0.12 ppm increasing the above mentioned shift to 12.643 ppm in relation to the experimental shift value of 7.2 ppm.
Estimation of Vibrational Corrections for 1 H and 13 C Chemical Shifts
The above mentioned zero-point vibrational corrections do not lead to an improvement of HF calculations in relation to experimental chemical shifts, however they allow a simple Fig. (15) . Total energy and carbon chemical shift of ethane (2) in dependence of CH distance. Distance and shift intervals for the lowest symmetric CH stretching vibration are included as in Fig. (13) . 
The slopes (m) of linear regressions listed in Tables 3 and  6 for 1 H shifts and 4, 5, 7 for 13 C shifts are multiplied by the difference ( r = r z -r e ) between r e (the experimental distance at the minimum of the energy curve) and r z (the experimental bond length for the zero-point vibrational level) or r g (the experimental ED distance for a thermal average of rotational and vibrational states). This leads to an estimation of ZPV shift or shielding corrections. Absolute shielding corrections ( ZPV ) have a negative sign and chemical shift corrections ( ZPV ) based on the TMS scale have a positive sign, both indicating a low field shift due to reduced shielding.
Corresponding values for 6-31G* (set A) and 6-311G* (set B) calculations for few molecules with known experimental r e distances related to known experimental r z and r g distances are collected in Table 9 in comparison to ZPV values from reference [33] .
Our estimations for 1 H shift corrections show a small basis set dependence; therefore we concentrate our discussion on the 6-311G* calculations from set B. For methane (1), whose shift depends only on CH distances, our smaller r z and the larger r g corrections are bracketing the ZPV values from the literature for both 1 H and 13 C shifts. For other molecules, the estimated CH and CC corrections have to be added to give which are indicated and compared to the literature results in Table 9 . As expectable for 1 H shift corrections, the effect of CH distance variation is larger than that of the CC variation, which shows in the case of ethane (2) even a small negative value. For 2, the r z and r g derived corrections are also bracketing the literature value of 0.67 ppm. For 3 and 4, our estimations lead to smaller values than the published corrections. In the case of 7, the r g correction is close to the published value, however, the r z based values are much too low.
The 13 C shift ZPV corrections are in a range of 1.0 to 5.0 ppm. For 2, the value of the CH variation is larger than that of the CC variation which is reversed for the other molecules. Our predicted ZPV correction is larger than the reference value for 2 but smaller for the other three examples.
Our simple procedure by use of eqn. 4 leads to predictions of ZPV corrections for 1 H shifts with deviation up to 0.2 ppm and for 13 C shifts up to 3 ppm. As experimental r e values are only rarely available, they may be replaced by distances determined from complete basis set extrapolations [48, 52] . The experimental r z and r g bond lengths may be replaced by HF/6-311G* optimized distances.
CONCLUSIONS
Stepwise variations of CH or CC bond distances related to HF GIAO calculations of 1 H and 13 C chemical shifts in 6-31G* (set A) and 6-311G* (set B) basis sets of 18 different hydrocarbons lead to smooth curves for each molecule. Generally with few exceptions, an increase of distances leads to low field shifts. For 1 H shifts the dependences on CH distances are mostly linear or slightly curved (see Tables 3 and  4 and Figure ) . The slopes of linear least squares regressions may be grouped according to hybridization and substitution pattern as shown in Fig. (3) . The dependence of 13 C chemical shifts on CH distances is also nearly linear for saturated and olefinic hydrocarbons, but curved for triple bonded CH as shown in Fig. (4) . CC distance variations lead to curved dependencies for 1 H shifts (Figs. 5 and 6) as well as for 13 C shifts (Fig. 8) . These may be approximated by different polynomial regressions as collected in Tables 5 and 6 . Simultaneous variations of CH and CC distances for three ex- Figs. 11 and 12 ). For methane (1) and ethane (2), the distance dependence of total energies was plotted in (Figs. 13 to  16) . The resulting graph of corresponding zero-point energy levels leads to an estimation of the size of the vibrational amplitude of the molecules in motion at room temperature, but the corresponding geometry dependent experimental chemical shift is independent on this large amplitude of vibration. The slopes of derived linear regressions may be used to estimate zero-point vibrational corrections to chemical shifts via eqn. 4 as shown in Table 9 .
